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This paper mainly aimed at the risk factors such as rock
cracking in the process of mining operations, the use of a
visual warning function of inspection robot instead of
manual inspection operations. The inspection robot body
module and the three joint robot arm and the telescopic
boom structure can be moved on the steel cord which is laid
along the mine overhead line, and the dynamic model of the
inspection robot is determined. The robot vision system to
detect mine tunnel crack images collected through the
camera inspection robot for visual processing using the
improved Otsu algorithm for gray-scale image binarization
can improve the effect of image processing.
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1. Introduction

In coal mine underground work mainly exist in the process
of rock bursts, the unsafe factors including of gas and in
the event of danger consequence is very serious (Guo and

Wang, 2012; Guo and Hong,2005). Due to gas and impact
ground pressure before the formation of sudden accident, will
show the signs, such as rock burst, etc., in order to eliminate
unsafe factors as early as possible and improve the safety of
production, daily patrol prevention is particularly important
(Guo and Wang, 2012).

But work under the mine dust, air penetrability is not high,
poor illumination, unfavourable to patrol and inspection
personnel find problems in time (Gong,  2002), at the same
time is artificial patrol the problem such as the intensity of
labour and the line of sight is not good (Ranjan,Mukheijee
and Yoshihiko, 2012). To this end, this paper studied a mining
steel rope inspection robot (Ranjan,Mukheijee and
Yoshihiko, 2012), can take the place of inspection personnel
of mine tunnel rock crack monitoring work (Shriram, 2011; Xue
and Li, 2010).

Inspection robot to transmit the camera back after image
processing can monitor the mine rock and early warning of
dangerous situation and conditions for continuous
monitoring of the mining (Zhou and Li, 2006), facilitate early

detection of an aura, corresponding prevention measures
should be taken to prevent the significant loss of equipment
and personnel.

2. Introduction of mine inspection robot
The robot has some difficulties in the development of the
robot in the field of underground dust, bad condition,
electromagnetic interference and unstructured operation
environment. First, due to the complexity of the underground
structure, high flexibility, robot walking on the wire requires a
high reliable motion mechanism, to ensure the normal work of
the robot. Second, the line inspection robot in a large range
of underground long time work needs to be battery powered,
sustained and long-term power supply to provide protection
for the power of the robot. Third, the robot needs to image
processing of the image of the rock early warning, which
requires a high visual ability of the robot. Fourth, autonomous
behaviour control and navigation complex non-structured
environment of the inspection robot. Fifth, robot remote
communication, monitoring and remote operation in the mine
under harsh conditions are under strong electromagnetic
interference normal distance. Finally, it is the special
protection mechanism of the ontology in the dangerous work
environment. In order to solve the above problems, referring
to the research results of domestic and international
inspection robot, based on Hunan University developed
robot system, mine inspection robot was improved after the
basic structure and functions are shown in Fig.1.

3.The dynamic model of the robot for the
inspection of the mine

3.1. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF MINE INSPECTION ROBOT

In this paper, the Lagrange method is used to model the
dynamic model of the inspection robot. The inspection robot
cabin suspended, composed of two joint mechanical arm and
three telescopic arm movement to the mobile robot body and
adjust the position, when the mobile work laid along the mine
steel rope overhead effect, due to the motion of the arm to
produce reaction force and torque on the body, it cannot
solve the problem of robot kinematics only taking into
account the inspection robot for special and complex working
environment. The following is the specific method of dynamic
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